storage—will make a wizard of the most tech-challenged user
and will delight even the most advanced tech guru.

long, professional audiences have been confined to

With this device there’s no fear of running into technical

boardrooms or presentation halls in order to be subjected

difficulties. Whether you’re navigating between images and

to death by PowerPoint.

video, scrolling through specs, or running 3-D simulations, the

The TAG TECSLATE is redefining that experience by letting
Imagine cruising in a private aircraft at 40,000 feet
while courting new business
associates with the latest in
innovation; or yachting over
crystalline seas while delivering
a cutting-edge proposal on the
top deck. The TAG TECSLATE
makes these daydreams real,
and many more.
Much more than just an
extremely large tablet, the

TAG TECSLATE makes it fast and easy. Move effortlessly between
computer capabilities, a 200 Channel 4K Digital LCD TV, and

your imagination become reality.

interactive TECSLATE Pro whiteboard software. Such versatility

I NTEG R AT E
LUXURIOUSLY
IMAGINATION BECOMES REALITY
IN THE LUXE LIFESTYLE

ensures that upscale and
grand surroundings remain
technologically uncluttered.
Not only is this the most
intuitive piece of technology
for the presenter’s tool kit,
it’s also the most functional.
The TAG TECSLATE comes
standard
Bluetooth

with

Wifi

capability,

and
a

Blu-ray/DVD player, a high-

TAG TECSLATE features a
65- or 84-inch interactive touchscreen that makes information

definition camera, a keyboard, a stylus set, a wall mount,

come to life, anywhere. Unlike conventional projectors or

and a comprehensive remote. The ability to adapt makes

monitors, it is fully integrated with an onboard Wifi-enabled

the TECSLATE the most fitting addition to any top-of-the-

PC running the latest Microsoft Windows™ software, so

line backdrop.
Where connectivity is concerned, gadget aficionados will

merging with the luxe life is seamless.
Able to be wall mounted vertically and horizontal or to

find the right link via a VGA port, a touch port, USB ports,

remain mobile on a custom stand in any top-shelf environment,

audio in/out, and Ethernet. On day 1 the TECSLATE is ready

the TAG TECSLATE allows the presenter—and even the

by simply plugging in one cord to an outlet to impress the

audience—the opportunity to touch, move, scroll, play,

competition or just let your guests kick back and unwind with

highlight, or draw the way to greater enlightenment. Whether

the latest 3-D entertainment.

it’s in the boardroom or soaring through the air, the intuitive

The capstone for any first-class experience, the TAG

design—featuring an Intel® Core™ i7 processor with 16 GB

TECSLATE delivers what the imagination can create with

of memory and 1 TB hard drive or 256 GB SSD of on-board

tomorrow’s cutting-edge technology capabilities today.

PRODUCT SPECS

ADVERTISEMENT

The technology that powers presentation and collaboration
is finally catching up with the spirit of luxury. For too

Available in
65” & 84”

10 Point Multi
Touch Screen

Includes the latest
Microsoft Windows™

Video Conferencing

1TB Hard Drive or
256G SSD

TECSLATE Pro
Interactive Whiteboard
Software

16 GB Ram
Intel® Core™
i7 Processor

For information and pricing contact:
1.800.630.4708 | ceo@tagglobalsystems.com
www.tagglobalsystems.com

Intel® Video Card
Multiple Inputs

EXPERIENCE TOMORROW’S TECHNOLOGY ... TODAY!

